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DREAMY MOON
(WALTZ LULLABY)

Music by WALTER SMITH,
Composer of "While the Incense is Burning," etc.

Words by SIDNEY CARTER,
Author of "Hawaiian Dreams," etc.

Tempo di Valse

Shadows falling, night time is here; Sleep little honey, The sandman is near; Angels guard your sleep, little dear;

Slumber till golden sunbeams appear.
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Star-light and moon-light brings silver and gold,
Go to sleep, don't you peep!

Don't mind the tear-drop in your mammy's eye,
Nor her sigh, but slumber deep.

Shadows falling, night-time is here,
Sleep little boy.

ey, the sand-man is near;
Mother's humming this little croon:
Bring sleep to baby, dreamy moon.